
CDC Whistleblower Comes Forward: 
Admits Coverup on Vaccine Link to 
Autism 

  

Profile of William W. Thompson at Google Scholar 

UPDATE: Jon Rappoport is reporting: “William W Thompson, PhD…the CDC 
whistleblower…was escorted off the premises of the CDC campus yesterday afternoon. 
This is what a source has just told me.” 

Someone from Atlanta Georgia on CNN.com is reporting that Dr. Thompson responded 
to an email “showing support for his act of speaking out.” So is the mainstream media 
going to finally cover this story?? (The CNN report has now been removed.) 

Health Impact News Editor 

The CDC whistleblower who came forward earlier this week to admit that the CDC had 
covered up evidence that vaccines are linked to autism has been revealed as 
Dr. William Thompson. Dr. Thompson was a lead researcher and participant on several 
studies that were used by the CDC to supposedly prove that vaccines did not cause 
autism. Here are a few: 

 MMR vaccine and autism: an update of the scientific evidence. 
 Prenatal and infant exposure to thimerosal from vaccines and immunoglobulins 

and risk of autism 
 MMR vaccination and autism: is there a link? 

Dr. Thompson spoke with Dr. Brian Hooker by phone recently, revealing that data 
withheld from a study conducted on the MMR vaccine revealed that the rate of autism 
was higher among African American boys: 

Dr. Hooker tried for over 10 years to obtain data from the CDC that was suspected of 
revealing the link between mercury in vaccines and autism. With the help of 
Congressman Bill Posey, he was able to obtain much of that data earlier this year, but 
apparently Dr. Thompson has revealed even more disturbing data concealed by the 
CDC. 

Now that Dr. Thompson has come forward, many questions arise. Will other 
researchers who participated in this cover-up also come forward, such as 
Dr. DeStefano? What about directors at the CDC such as current Dr. Coleen Boyle who 
has testified under oath that no links between vaccines and autism existed? What 
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about Julie Gerberding who was head of the CDC from 2002 to 2009 before she left to 
become president of Merck’s Vaccine division, a 5 billion dollar a year operation? How 
many lives have been ruined due to withholding and covering up this information? 

While I do not know what the future holds for Dr. Thompson, or how the mainstream 
media will respond to this story, we will continue to cover this breaking news story. 

See Also: 

CDC Whistleblower: CDC Covered Up MMR Vaccine Link to Autism in 
African American Boys 

CDC Caught Hiding Data Showing Mercury in Vaccines Linked to Autism 

 

Related Articles: 

What 3 vaccines are the worse ones. 

http://www.wakingtimes.com/2014/08/28/3-vaccines-banned-never-administered-child/ 

 

 

NaturalNews Insider Alert ( www.NaturalNews.com ) email newsletter 

Dear NaturalNews readers, 

Independent journalist Gary Franchi has published a bombshell 

interview with Brian Hooker who reveals the CDC now admits to altering 
the MMR vaccine study data: 

http://youtu.be/THGbJnpywyw 

Meanwhile, the entire mainstream media is running a total blackout on the 

CDC whistleblower story, protecting the interests of Big Pharma while 
putting Americans' lives at risk: 

http://www.naturalnews.com/046628_CDC_whistleblower_media_conspirac
y_vaccine_makers.html 
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We've also published another bombshell story revealing the second 

shocking email released by the CDC whistleblower. This email all but 
admits these CDC scientists knew they were committing crimes back in 

2002: 

http://www.naturalnews.com/046614_CDC_whistleblower_vaccine_cover-

up_criminal_investigation.html 
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